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About This Game

Multicellular will take you back in time, to the dawn of life, when the only creatures living on the planet were single-cell
organisms and small multicellular organisms.

With over 100 different types of cell at your disposal, you can create any type of organism, from the most heavily armoured to
the swiftest, from the most poisonous to the best camouflaged.

In Multicellular, the only limit is your imagination, so get in there and rule this new world!

Survive against hunger, other creatures and even the environment; everything on this planet can kill you! … and will do, if
you're not careful enough.

You can rely only on your own strengths, using your ability to adapt, your cunning and your experience.

You can also play multiplayer games and face difficulties together with some friends, but beware: there will be other players
outside ready to feed on your succulent cells.

The race for evolution has just begun! Will you be in the lead or will you just be a pitiful fossil for the generations to come?

The game modes currently available are:
- Evolution

- Genetic superiority
- King of the Puddle
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- Football

At the moment there are 7 maps, each dedicated to a particular game mode.

Players will have over 100 types of cells available to them, divided into 5 categories.

Each game mode can be played either in single player or multiplayer.
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A very unique take on the Tower Defense genre! Towers are modular and you can build crazy contraptions like super-fast
spinning ventilator-towers! Surprisingly challenging even on lower levels. There is also apparently quite a lot of depth with
differently colored blocks\/towers and energy considerations as well as physics. It also has a great visual style and very nice
soundtrack.

Conclusion: A great new approach to TD!. This game was my first Touhou fighting game, and it's left a great impression so far.
The controls are tight and the roster well-balanced and diverse (for a game whose only characters are cute anime girls).

Pros:
+Controls are tight and easy to work with
+Attacks are balanced; no one character is all that broken (as I have come to find as of this writing)
+Great soundtrack, as always
+Good story, all scenarios are fun to play through. Plenty of humor too.

Cons:
-No English release, although this will be remedied quite soon. In the meantime we have the thcrap patch, available online,
though the English patch for this game is far from perfect.
-There are a few bugs currently present which cause the game to crash after beating certain fights (I've only found two):
1. After beating Shinmyoumaru and Tenshi as Nitori and Kokoro
2. After beating Joon and Shion as Miko and Byakuren,

I expect the bugs will be fixed soon as well. Note that this is with a version of the game that has been patched via thcrap.

8/10 - A great buy!. Overall best Open world game I have played.. It's pretty funny. but to be honest... there isn't much of a
point to it. Really great but simple game graphics are lovely levels great i really enyoed the game. But the are only 4 worlds other
thanks that 8\/10
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Really enjoying this game so far! I haven't played much yet, but I can see myself getting way into this game. It's a very simple
game but it's super addictive. It also makes full use of room scale. Plus it looks great in VR! Very pretty setting and the dragon
looks awesome.

One thing I would like to see is a global leaderboard (I don't think this exists in the game yet?). Also a daily global leaderboard
would be really cool, similar to what ZenBlade does. Other than that, I really don't have any suggestions!

My other favorite games for the Vive right now are ZenBlade and QuiVR, also the Lab. I think if you enjoy any of those you
will really like this too!. Opowie\u015b\u0107 jest \u015bwietna i wci\u0105ga od pocz\u0105tku do samego ko\u0144ca.

I do not understand why this game is for free. Fast and fun racer. Graphics are simple but they work. Challenging without being
frustrating. Played on mouse and keyboard and felt that the controls were nice and responsive. Pretty good replay value, though
it's missing that little addictive spark that keeps me coming back to games like this.
All of that said it's the kind of game where you stop playing and don't really feel the need to come back it. It's actually a game
that I wouldn't mind having on my mobile phone because of the pickup and play nature but I don't think it really provides
enough value for the price.. I enjoyed the experience when I was standing still in the Vive. As soon as I moved though, the space
acceleration kicked in, and unless I took giant pretend steps, it conflicted with my nervous system and detracted from the
experience. I understand WHY this was done, but for me, it spoiled the experience.. Great tower defense game. Tons of
upgrades, maps to unlock, You can buy gems or trade them in for money you earn in the game. Great use of the power of Unity
engine, nice sound tracks that keep you pumped up while you play. I like this title and the price is just right.

Nice work!. I forgot to do homework because of this game. 10/10 fail the next exam.

Multicellular update to version 0.9001:
Hi, we started to fix some bugs and to improve UI elements.
Here is the news:

- Bug solved: you weren't able to use "Left Ctrl" to assign a key to your cells.

- Bug solved: in game mode "Genetic superiority" the children weren't visible in minimap if you played in multiplayer as client.

- Bug solved: in game mode "Genetic superiority" the children could go beyond the max limit of members per team.

- UI improvement: now in game mode "Genetic superiority" the children are "cyan" and not "blue" in the minimap.
Your allies in multiplayer continue to be "blue" in the minimap.

- UI improvement: the tracker of the player in the minimap has a better color, so you can see it faster.

If you note some problems, please contact us on the Steam Community Hub, thanks :). Update to version 0.9009 (New
contents):
Hi folks!
This time we wanted to add 10 new organisms, so you have always new enemies to face.

The new organisms are:
Slingus Agilis
Arietus Speronanti
Spengo Culis
Elicotteris Acquatici
Crucis Tonanti
Penetranti Virilix
Parentesis Scutum
Repulsivae Gettis
Concavitae Mortalis
Deretanus Spinose
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So, now, you have a total of 61 possible enemies in the maps!

Our personal suggestions are:
- Elicotteris Acquatici is a good prey ... if you can catch it.
- Deretanus Spinose has many proteins, but also it has many spikes! try to attack it frontally.
- Crucis Tonanti is omnivorous, so you can be relaxed if there are vegetable food around you. However, if it needs of a prey, be
careful, this is a big bad boy.
- Concavitae Mortalis is extremely dangerous in close combat, so you must stay away from it! If you will stay too near to this
organism, you could experience its lethal kiss.

If you note some problematic behavior of these guys, please report us.

See you at the next update!
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. Suggestions for the new maps!:
Hello guys!
We want to talk with you all about your wishes for new possible maps.
We have our ideas, but we would like to listen to yours!
How would you like the new maps to be?. Update to version 1.001:
Hello, our friends!

Some people told us the game has some issues with the movements of the organisms.
We suggest to watch some online reviews or to follow our Tutorial because that feature isn't an issue, but simply some people
don't understand how it functions.

Here is the news:

- Gameplay improved: now the water temperature has a different algorithm for its change, especially near the Glaciation time.

- Gameplay improved: the currents have a different kind of interaction with organisms, so it should be more "realistic".

- Gameplay improved: we increased the "explosion" effect when your organism spawns on the map, so there should be less
possibility to be stuck in another organism.

- Bug solved: the Glaciation could interact with your organism in DNA mode.

- Bug solved: a texture had some rendering issues.

- Bug solved: fixed a small annoying loop sound in a soundtrack in The King of the Puddle.

If you don't understand some mechanics of Multicellular, write us on our email or here in the Community Hub, so we can help
you ��

See you at the next update ��. Multicellular - Now Available on Steam!:
Hello friends!
As we promised some months ago, we managed to release Multicellular before November!

Here are some things we've done during the Early Access period:
- fixed bugs
- added new organisms
- added new map
- added new natural phenomenon
- added new audio effects
- added new textures
- improved single player gameplay
- improved multiplayer gameplay
- optimized multiplayer synchronization.
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We'll continue to support the game, so tell us your issues and your suggestions.

If the number of players will increase enough, we'll be able to start to develop new game modes, especially for multiplayer!

We hope you'll have fun with Multicellular and don't forget: "Fight! Survive! Evolve!". Update to version 0.9007:
Hello guys!
Are you having fun with the new map? Is it too hard?

Here is the news:

- Gameplay improvement: we've changed the balance of spawn of the bot organisms.
Now, omnivores will spawn more easily than herbivores.
Further, we've also changed the balance of custom organisms, in fact, carnivores will spawn more frequently than others.
We did these changes to make the gameplay more active and dynamic.
Let us know your opinion ��

- Gameplay improvement: we've changed the distribution of food.
Before, the food was spawned mainly at the center of the maps.
Now, it will spawn more uniformly.
We did that to push the players to move around the map, especially in the multiplayer.

- Bug solved: some food was spawned in areas where the organisms couldn't reach it and bots kept trying to cross the limits of
the maps.

- Bug solved: sometimes in the Editor, when the player returned in DNA mode, the enemy organisms and the food and others
weren't deleted.

- Bug solved: in Genetic superiority, sometimes the enemy teams could exceed the max numbers of members for squad,
especially if many organisms did mitosis at the same time.

For every help or suggestion, contact us! we are here for your fun ��
See you at the next update
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